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What is a Pressure sore? A pressure sore is an injury to the skin and the

tissue under it. Sitting or lying in the same position will begin to cut off the flow

of blood to that area, blocking oxygen and vital nutrients from maintaining

healthy tissue. When the tissue becomes starved for too long it begins to die

and a pressure sore starts to develop.

Some of the most common causes of pressure sores apart from long periods of

pressure itself are: friction, shear, temperature and moisture. It is difficult to

identify any one particular cause of pressure damage as it is often a combination

of the above factors.

For those individuals seated for long periods and unable to adjust their position

to relieve pressure, the risk of pressure-related problems increases. Accordingly

in these circumstances the importance of choosing the most appropriate seating

system to ensure correct postural support and pressure care is vital.

PRESSURE SORES

THE HILTON’S SIMPLE SOLUTION

So does the Hilton Range cover these issues? Indeed it does. All Hilton

Day Care Chairs come with Memory foam seat and legrest, as standard,

providing in themselves very advanced pressure relief qualities. Furthermore

the Hilton range accommodates for every pressure relieving position, from

raised legrest to Tilt-in-Space thereby giving the greatest pressure relieving

range possible.

TRANSFERS

Not only does the Hilton Day Care Chair range offer all the solutions to pressure

relieving and pressure sore prevention, but it also reduces the number of

transfers that have to take place – therefore cutting down the client/carer risk

considerably and allowing maximum comfort and support

Areas where body weight is concentrated.  
Tilting of chair gives a more even spread of 

body weight

Normal seating position can cause bad 
circulation.  Raising legs aids circulation



HILTON MOBILE RECLINER DAY CARE CHAIR
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Exceptional Comfort and Mobility for a great Mobile Day Care Chair

option. The Hilton Mobile Recliner offers exceptional comfort with soft fibre filled

waterfall backrest and memory foam seat. This is an excellent Day care chair

option enabling clients with low pressure relief needs to be in the greatest

comfort and reducing the number of transfers and the use of a wheelchair.

Large Castors for easy mobility

Rear Castors = Swivel

Front Castors = fixed

Push Handle

(inc. recline trigger)

Adjustable seat depth

(Also removable for 

cleaning purposes)

Normal sitting 

position

Normal sitting 

position with slide 

out footplate for 

portering

In Recline position

Standard Seat Sizes

Seat Height 14”, 16”, 18”, 20”

Seat Width 16”, 18”, 20”

Back Height 30”

Reclining Backrest and Slide 
out footrest for comfort when 

resting or in transit



HILTON MOBILE TILT-IN-SPACE DAY CARE CHAIR

A fantastic pressure relieving option, with memory foam seat and Leg

rest coupled with the soft fibre filled waterfall backrest and Tilt-in-Space

function, creates a high level pressure care package with elevating legrest as

standard giving great comfort when sitting for long periods of time.

Large Castors for easy mobility

Rear Castors = Swivel

Front Castors = fixed

Standard Seat Sizes

Seat Height 18”, 20”

Seat Width 16”, 18”, 20”

Back Height 30”

Tilt-in-Space
Offers the best form of 
pressure relief – evenly 

spreading the body weight 
and aiding circulation 

Normal sitting 

position

Normal sitting 

position with 

legrest elevated

In Tilt-in-Space 

Position

Push Handle

(inc. Tilt trigger)

Adjustable seat depth

(Also removable for 

cleaning purposes)

Foot rest extension 

for heel support
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HILTON MOBILE DUAL TILT-IN-SPACE DAY CARE CHAIR

The Ultimate seating solution provider, The Dual Tilt-in-Space Hilton boasts

all the functions of both the Hilton Recline & Hilton Tilt-in-Space versions. This is

a fantastic option giving the client unlimited ability to find their most comfortable

position

Standard Seat Sizes

Seat Height 18”, 20”

Seat Width 16”, 18”, 20”

Back Height 30”

Dual Tilt-in-Space and Recline
For maximum comfort and pressure relief

Normal sitting 

position

Normal sitting 

position with 

Backrest Reclined

Legrest elevated

Large Castors for easy mobility

Rear Castors = Swivel

Front Castors = fixed

Push Handle

(inc. Recline & 

Tilt trigger)

Adjustable seat 

depth

(Also removable for 

cleaning purposes)

Legrest elevated and 

Chair in Tilt position

Legrest elevated and 

Chair fully reclined 

and in Tilt-in-Space 

position.

Footrest 

Extension
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HILTON ELECTRIC TILT-IN-SPACE DAY CARE CHAIR

HILTON mobile 

Electric Recliner 

Tilt-in-Space

HILTON mobile 

Electric Recliner 

Dual

HILTON mobile 

Electric 

Rise & Recline

Tilt-in-Space

Seat Height 19” (17” to 

footrest)

19” (17” to 

footrest)

21” (18” to 

footrest)

Seat Width 18” 18” 18”

Seat Depth 20” 20” 20”

Back Height 30” 30” 30”

Arm Height 7” 7” 7”

The Electric Hilton offers the 
greatest flexibility and 

maximum Tilt-in-Space for 
comfort and independence.

As a deluxe option the Hilton is available in a powered version. Again there

are three options; Tilt-in-Space / Tilt-in-Space & Recline or Tilt-in-Space &

Rise – allowing the user to safely rise out of the chair unaided.

Normal sitting 

position

Normal sitting 

position with 

Slide-out footrest 

for transportation

Chair fully reclined 

with legrest elevated 

to maximise circulation

Chair in slightly 

reclined and with 

legrest elevated
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CAREFORM MOBILE POSTURAL SUPPORT CHAIR

The Careform Backrest option can be fitted to any of the Hilton Care

Chairs; Recline, Tilt-in-Space or Dual Tilt-in-Space. The Careform backrest has

four ‘pockets’ fitted behind the soft foam layer which allows you to add foam or

air inserts behind the back cushion enabling you to conform the backrest to

almost any back contour – this backrest coupled with the Hiltons functions and

the new ‘Hand’ lateral gives an enormous amount of comfort and support to

persons with very high postural needs.
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The Pockets in the 

back can be in-filled 

with foam or air cells

This enables you to 

conform the backrest to 

the clients back contour

The latest lateral support has the ability to be curved allowing 

you to give support whilst holding the client into the chair.

Functions;

Recline

Tilt-in-Space

Dual Tilt-in-Space



THE SIMPLE STEPS TO ARRANGING A JOINT ASSESSMENT 

WITH ABLE-AID

ACCESSORIES

CONTEMPORARY COLOURS & DESIGNS

A large range of 
Contemporary colours 

and designs are 
available in the 

standard vinyl range

For full list of accessories please see Price List

Various 

Gel/Visco/Foam/Air 

seating options

Soft fibre filled lateral 

supports
Aircell BackrestHead Rest Safety Lap Strap

The ‘Hand’ adjustable thoracic support Padded thoracic 

support

For any questions, orders or to arrange a joint assessment with one of our 

professional seating assessors  - simply contact us by phone or email as below:

Able-Aid

864-866 London Road

Leigh-on-Sea

Essex

SS9 3NQ

Tel:     01702 470581

Fax:    01702 470590

Email: info@able-aid.co.uk


